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LAPLACE TRANSFORM INVERSION AND PASSAGE-TIME
DISTRIBUTIONS IN MARKOV PROCESSES
PETER G. HARRISON.* Imperial College. London

Abstract

Products of the Laplace transforms of exponential distributions with different
parameters are inverted to give a mixture of Erlang densities, i.e. an expression for
the convolution of exponentials. The formula for these inversions is expressed both
as an explicit sum and in terms of a recurrence relation which is better suited to
numerical computation. The recurrence for the inversion of certain weighted sums
of these transforms is then solved by converting it into a linear first-order partial
differential equation. The result may be used to find the density function of passage
times between states in a Markov process and it is applied to derive an expression for
cycle time distribution in tree-structured Markovian queueing networks.
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1. Introduction

For many problems in stochastic modelling that involve the distribution or density, if
it exists, of a random variable, solutions are expressed in the form of the LaplaceStieltjes or Laplace transform; see for example queueing network and Brownian motion
applications such as Schassberger and Daduna (1983), Kelly and Pollett (1983),
Harrison (1 986), Harrison (1 985). Whilst being of value in itself, for example as a source
of the moments of the required distribution, the Laplace transform is inadequate for
problems which require estimates for related probabilities, for example in reliability
modelling. Apart from simple cases where inversion can be performed by inspection,
e.g. for a single Erlang distribution, the most common approach to deriving distributions
in the time domain from transforms is by numerical inversion, see for example Davies
and Martin (1979), Abate and Whitt (1988). Unfortunately, however, in view of the
'smoothing' effect of the Laplace transform operation, arising from the smoothness of
the infinitely differentiable exponential function, numerical methods are not easy to
implement accurately, especially where the tail of a distribution is concerned - often
the most important region.
The present paper provides a technique for inverting analytically Laplace transforms
formed from products of the form
Received 20 October 1988; revision received 6 March 1989.
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i.e. transforms of finite convolutions of negative exponential densities. The result is
expressed as a mixture of Erlang densities and since the Laplace transform operator is
distributive over addition, this means that such expressions can be obtained for Coxian
distributions. However, perhaps the most important application is computing the distribution of passage times betwen states in a Markov process. Since every transition
occurs at a Markov time, the distribution corresponding to any given sequence of states
is a convolution of exponentials. Hence the passage-time distribution is a weighted sum
of the Laplace transform inversions corresponding to the sequences of states entered
between the given initial and final states, the weights being the selection probabilities of
these sequences.
In the next section the inversion formula is given, first in the form of an explicit sum of
Erlang densities and then as a recurrence relation which is better suited to numerical
computation. The recurrence relation for a particular type of weighted sum of products
over a domain corresponding to the state space of a closed queueing network is then
solved by finding an equivalent linear first-order partial differential equation (p.d.e.). In
Section 3 this result is applied to derive an expression for cycle time distribution in treestructured Markovian queueing networks and the paper concludes in Section 4 with a
summary and suggestions for future work.
2. The inversion formula for a convolution of exponentials

The inverse of the Laplace transform of a finite convolution of exponential distributions is a mixture of Erlang distributions, the density for which is given by the
following theorem.
Theorem 1. The probability density function which has Laplace transform

where n

= (n,,

.. .,n,),

ni I 1 and the pi's are distinct (1 $ i 2 M) is

where
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Before the proof, the following example should help to clarify the notation. Let the
densityf = EP,(3)*E,,(1) where E,(k) denotes the Erlang-k density with parameter 1 and
* denotes convolution. Then in the theorem we have n = (3, 1) and M = 2 so that
f ( t ) = P?PZ(DI + D2) where
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since for j

=

1, n, = 3 and so k is summed over the domain ( ( 2 ,O), (1, l ) , ( 0 , 2 ) ) ,and

D2 =
since for j

= 2,

exp( - ~
( P I -~

2 t )
2

)

~

nj = 1 and k is summed over the domain ((0,O)).

Proof of Theorem 1. The Laplace transform, L ( n ,s), is inverted by evaluation of the
Bromwich contour integral, to give

where y > yo = Re(s,) and s, is the singularity of L ( n , s ) with the largest real part. Since
all singularities in L ( n , s ) are isolated poles,

f(n , t ) = C residues of {e"L(n ,s ) ) at poles
where the residue of a function G ( s )at so is the coefficient of (s - so)-' in the Laurent
expansion of G ( s )about so. Thus

Now, if we define

A,(n, t ) = -lim {C[ es'
(n, - l ) ! s - - p J dsn~-ln l + j ( ~ + p , ) n ~
then f ( n , t ) = [nK1
p F]Cfll A,(n, t ) since the pole at s = -p, has order nj by the
hypothesis that the pj's are distinct ( 1 2 j S M).
Using the generalisation of Leibnitz's rule for differentiation of a multiple product,
1
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Corollary. For n, 2 1 ( 1 5 j 5 M ) , let n ] = ( n , ,. . ., nl
( n , , - . . , n l - I , . . . , n k + I;..,n,).Then

where Dl(n, t ) is given by the recurrence formula:

- 1,.

. . , n,),

nlk

=
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with boundary condition

i-l
i+j

Proof. Differentiating once with respect to s and rearranging, we obtain the following
expression for Dj(n, t):
D,(n, t)=--

t

lim

n, - 1 (n, - 2)! S--P,

{El[

esr

d s " ~ -ni,,(s
~
+pi)"#

Thus (n, - l)D,(n, t) = tDj(nj, t) - Ck+, nkD,(nJk,t).
Finally, for n, = 1,

In practice, it is not generally a single product of the form

that needs to be inverted but a mixture, that is a weighted sum of the products. Such a
mixture might derive from the possible sequences of states entered by a process between
predefined sets of initial and final states; the weights are the probabilities that each
sequence is selected, a product of state transition probabilities. Theorems 2 and 3 below
invert geometrically weighted sums over the summation domains

IZ
M

sM,={n

ni=N;niBl,

and T , = ( n I n i ) l , 1 S i S M ) .

i=l

(In the rest of this section we will abbreviate S,,
TMby S,, T respectively.) The result
for the former, finite case is then applied in the next section to find the distribution of
passage times through tree-structured networks. To prove the theorems we introduce
generating functions which are determined in corresponding lemmas. We begin with the
finite case, a weighted sum over SMN.
Lemma 1. Given real numbers a,, . . .,a, let the M-parameter generating function
H, be defined by
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where z

= (z,,

.. .,zM).Then

(Throughout the rest of this lemma and its corollaries we drop the suffix j from H.)

Proof. By multiplying both sides of the recurrence relation given in the Corollary to
Theorem 1 by,:ll
(aizi)"l-I and rearranging slightly, we obtain, for n, > 1, 1 $ j $ M:
M

(n, - l)D,(n, t)

n (a,z,)"i-I

r=l

We now sum both sides over n ESNfor n, 2 2, changing the summation variables on
the right-hand side. Notice that as n ranges over SNwith n, 2 2 (1 5 j 5 M) nj ranges
over the whole of SN-,and s = njk (1 5 j # k 5 M) may be assumed to range over the
whole of SNif terms corresponding to sk = 1 give zero contribution, which they do in
view of the factor nk = s, - 1. We therefore obtain, for N > M:

where

(On the left-hand side, summands with n,
gives:

=

1 give zero contribution.) Rearranging now

Letting n = N - M , this is equivalent to the partial differential difference equation

with

which is constant in z .
This is a first-order linear p.d.e. that can be solved using Laplace's method which first
finds M independent solutions to the equations:
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For the given value of j , clearly M - 1 independent solutions are aizi - ajz, = 0
(1 5 i # j 5 M ) and if Hn(z)= u(z) is another, the general solution of the p.d.e. is:

which we abbreviate to yn(aiz,- ajzj 1 1 S i # j S M) for an arbitrary (M - 1)ary
function y,,.Consider first the case n = 1. Here u = J tHoajdz,(choosing zj arbitrarily for
the integration) and since Ho is a constant, we have:

where yl(aizi- a,z, 1 i # j ) is determined by the boundary condition at z, = 0, as below.
By repeating this process we can compute H,(z) from H,_,(Z) successively for
m = 2 , 3 , . ... In the integrations of Hm- ,(z) we note that

since aidzi= a,dz,. (aidzi= a,dq for i # j implies that the differential dyn(qzi- $5 1 i # j) =
0, i.e. yn(aizi- a,z, I i # j ) is a constant; alternatively integrate the integrand by parts
using dyn = 0.)
In this way we obtain:

where the boundary condition at zj = 0 yields the identity:

Since

when n, = 1, this simplifies to:

This fully defines the function y and we obtain:
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since when i = 0, S M + contains
,
the single element ( 1 , . . ., 1 ) so that the sum of the
products over S M +i,s 1 as required.

Corollary 1 .
Hm(z)=

exp( - P j t )
( p r- p i )

n

5 (m

(alzlt)m

i=o

-I

- i)!

G

I

-

1

(m2O)

where

and

Proof. It is sufficient to show that
h

~ , ( hk,) =

c n YF-I

( h , k >= 0 ) .

nESh+k+l 1 - 1

n,= l

If we define the set of vectors

this is the same as showing that

Following Buzen ( 1 973), we can partition the domain of summation to get:

The boundary conditions are immediate, corresponding to an empty sum and product.

Corollary 2 . If the ratios (a,z,- aIzI)l(p,- pI) are distinct ( 1 4 i

#j

5 M), then
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Proof. In the notation of the proof of Corollary 1, the yi are distinct ( 1 5 i S M - 1 )
and so by the result in Harrison ( 1 984),

The density function for the corresponding weighted sum of products of Laplace
transforms is therefore given by the following result.
Theorem 2. Let D(n, t ) = C?, D,(n, t ) . Then given positive real numbers
a,, ' ., a,,

.

where for h , k >= 0 ,

and

Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 1 of Lemma 1 since

Corollary. If the ratios (ai - a,)/(pi- p,) are distinct ( 1 5 i # j S M ) , then
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For small values of M , N the size of the set SNis sufficiently small that the corollary does
not provide a simpler computation. However, the size of SNgrows combinatorially
whereas the complexity of the sum over u is only cubic in M; the complexity of the
product is linear in M but there are M(M - 2) such products which can be precomputed.
Observation. Notice that in the special case that a,
result simplifies to

=

1 for every j (1 5 j 5 M), the

This follows since we have, using similar reasoning to the proof of Lemma 1, the much
simpler recurrence relation:

+

But Zk,, (nk - 1) = N - nj - M 1. Writing A,(K) for En,, Dj(n, t), we therefore
get (N - M) .A,(N) = t .A,(N - 1) for N > M, giving A,(N) = (tN-MI(N- M)!)4(M)
where A,(M) = D,(( 1, 1, . . , 1), t) as before.
We now consider the rather simpler case of a similar weighted sum of products of
Laplace transforms over the infinite set T. Again we proceed via a generating function
given in the following.
Lemma 2. Given real numbers a,,

a ,

aM,let the M-parameter generating function

4.be defined by
q(z)=

C
nET

M

Dj(n, t)

n (aizi)nl-l

i= 1

Then

(Henceforth we will drop the suffix j from K.)

(1 S j S M ) .
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Proof. The initial part of the proof of Lemma 1 goes through unchanged and we
amve at the recurrence relation:

This gives the p.d.e. C E , (llak)(dKldzk)= tK, for the solution of which we require
M independent solutions of the equations aldzl =
= aMdzM
= dKltK or equivalently of

...

+

y(aizi - aj%I i # j) for an
where L(z) = lo& K(z). This has general solution L = a,z,t
arbitrary function y , giving K = $(aizi - ajzj I i # j)exp(ajzjt) for an arbitrary positivevalued function #. The boundary condition at z, = 0 now gives:

and the result follows.
Since the infinite sums enabled the sum and product to be interchanged in the proof, a
closed form solution could be found without recourse to normalising constants as in
Lemma 1. The corresponding density is now straightforward and we have the following
result
Theorem 3.

Proof.

In a Markov process, the holding times of successive states entered by the process are
independent so that the distribution of the time to pass through a given sequence of
states is the convolution of state holding time distributions. Since these are negative
exponential, the Laplace transform of the passage-time distribution for any given
sequence takes the form of a product which can be inverted by Theorem 1. Moreover,
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certain weighted sums of such convolutions can be inverted analytically via Theorems 2
and 3. This observation is applied to a class of closed queueing networks in the next
section to obtain the distribution of cycle time.

3. Passage times in overtake-free queueing networks
We now consider cycle times in tree-structured, overtake-free, closed queueing
networks. Such networks are defined recursively and consist of:
a linear trunk segment containing one or more servers, the first being called the root
server
a number (greater than or equal to zero) of disjoint subtrees of the same structure, to
which the last server in the trunk is connected.
The leaf servers are those from which departing customers next visit the root server. We
assume all servers have exponential service times with constant rates and first-come
first-served queueing discipline. Thus in a tree-structured network a customer's passage
from the root to a leaf cannot be influenced by any other customer behind him on his
chosen path (or on other paths): i.e. such networks have the no-overtaking property
(Walrand and Varaiya (1980)), and if paths are restricted to start at one given server
(here the root), they define the most general class for which it holds.
Cycle time is defined to be the time elapsed between the arrival at the root of a special
customer - called the 'tagged' customer - and his departure from a leaf. Because of the
no-overtaking property and the fact that service rates are constant, cycle time is the same
as the time elapsed between the tagged customer arriving at the root and leaving the
corresponding open network in which departures from leaf servers leave the network.
This open network has no external arrivals and so is transient, and we may compute the
distribution of the tagged customer's sojourn time in it given the same initial state
distribution as would be encountered in the closed network.
We consider a closed tree-structured network A of M servers, with root server
numbered 1 and we use the following notation:
p, is the constant service rate of server i (1 ii iM )
el is the visitation rate of server i (1 9 i 9 M), defined as a non-zero solution of the
equations
M

e,=

ejp,,

(1SiSM)

1-1

S(N) = {n I, C
:
nI = N; n, 1 0, 1 ii iM ) is the state space of A
G(N) =
,,(,,C,
@ , l e , ) I I ~(e,
, pi)"^ for n ES(N), n, > 0.
Thus G(N) is equal to the normalising constant for the stationary state space
probabilities of A when its population is N - 1, i.e. for S ( N - 1).
Now let Z denote the set of all paths through the network A , i.e. sequences of servers
entered in passage through A . Then for all z = (z,, . - ., zk)E Z , z, = 1, zkis a leaf server
and the order of Z is the number of leaf servers since there is only one path from the root
to a given leaf in a tree. The probability of choosing path z is equal to the product of the
routing probabilities between successive component centres in z. The Laplace transform
of cycle time distribution is given by the following lemma, obtained in different forms

Laplace transform inversion and passage-time distributions in Markov processes
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independently by various authors, e.g. Daduna (1982), Kelly and Pollett (1983),
Harrison (1984).
Lemma 3. For the tree-structured network A , the Laplace transform of cycle time
distribution, conditional on choice of path z E Z is

where I z I is the number of servers in path z.
We can now use Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 to obtain an expression for the density
function of cycle time in tree-structured networks, giving the following result.
Theorem 4. If the centres in path z € 2 in the tree-structured network A have
distinct service rates, the cycle time density function, conditional on the choice of path
z = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , m),is

where for k > 0, Gm(k)is the normalising constant for the network A with servers
1, 2, ., m removed and population k - 1, defined by

Proof. We partition the sum over S(N - 1) according to the total number of
customers, p , at servers in the path z. Then we have:

Changing the last domain of summation and rearranging then gives:
1
=-

N-1

CG,(N-p)

G(N) P = O

C

m

e,!'-l

Z T = ~ ~ , = ~ + +~P~, )!~IZ~ ~ ( ~

The result then follows by inverting the summation of the products using Theorem 2
withM=rn,N=m+pandai=e,(l S i 9 m ) .
The summations over S,,, + i are just normalising constants that may be computed
efficiently along with the Gm(N- p ) and G(N) by Buzen's algorithm (Buzen (1973));
see Corollary 1 to Lemma 1. Moreover, if the ratios (ei - e,) : (pi - p,) are distinct for
each j (1 5 i # j im), further simplification is possible via Corollary 2 to that lemma.
However, the explicit form is most convenient for relatively simple networks. Finally,
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the expression given in Theorem 4 simplifiesgreatlywhen the network is cyclic, reducing
to the result obtained in Harrison (1984).
Corollary to Theorem 4. For a cyclic network of M exponential servers and population N, cycle time distribution is

Proof. Set el = ... = eM= 1 in the theorem, so that all terms are zero in the rightmost sum except when nk = 1 for all k, i.e. when i = 0. Finally, note there is only one
partition of the state space, namely the one with all N - 1 customers at the servers
1,. . ., M. Thus we have G M ( n )= 1 if n = 1 and = 0 if n > 1, so that only terms with
p = N - 1 give a non-zero contribution.
An alternative, direct proof uses the observation made after Theorem 2 in the
previous section, after which the result follows trivially.
4. Conclusion
This paper has derived the density function that has for its Laplace transform an
arbitrary finite product of negative exponential transforms. In other words, we have
obtained an expression for an arbitrary convolution of negative exponentials by
analytical inversion of its Laplace transform. The main application seen for this result is
to obtain the distribution of the time delays incurred by a Markov process undergoing a
given sequence of state transitions or a random choice of sequences with known
probabilities. The inversion was obtained both in explicit form and as a recurrence
relation, the latter leading to a further recurrence for certain geometrically weighted
sums of transforms which could be solved. This result was then used to obtain an
expression for the density of cycle times in closed overtake-free queueing networks for
the first time. Previously the general result had only been obtained as a Laplace
transform, the density function being found only for the special case of cyclic networks.
Clearly, it would be desirable to obtain expressions for many other types of passage time
between states in a stochastic process, and the present analysis provides a useful starting
point. One immediate generalisation of our approach is to use weights of the form
lT,!'~-~l
a,(j) in the sums over the state spaces SMN,TM- i.e. to replace the constants
a, with state-dependent quantities, as arise in queues with variable service rates, for
example. We can define generating functions analogous to those of Lemmas 1and 2, and
obtain in exactly the same way the recurrence

in the former case, with a similar result for the second. Now, if sku) =j akfor constant
5 M, j 2 l), this simplifies to:

ak(1 5 k

u p l a c e transform intersion and passage-time distributions in Marka, processes

which is easily solved. Similarly, if ak(j) = ok/(j - 2) for constant akwe obtain:

In general, ifjlak(j) is any polynomial in j , we obtain a linear p.d.e. of order equal to the
degree of that polynomial.
However, it must be remembered that to obtain passage-time densities in an arbitrary
queueing network involves a considerable extension of the state space in order to keep
track of the tagged customer, see for example Iglehart and Shedler (1978); even deriving
the Laplace transform in a simple, tractable form remains an open question. This has led
to the development of approximate methods, such as Harrison (1986), Hohl and Kuehn
(1987), but the results of these too are given in terms of Laplace transforms to which the
present approach for inversion may be applied.
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